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FOREWORD 

 

THE RISEN CONSCIOUSNESS! 

 
It is our great pleasure to announce the publication of this 

special 4 Volume Series ~ featuring a Collection of the 
timeless inspirational works of Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff. 

In Volume III ~ Discover the transcendent qualities that shall 
be yours, and that every Master enjoys, once risen above all 

limitation… once re-united with the Divine within.    

In this series of Higher Consciousness talks, Dr. Linda 
describes this summit state of existence ~ together with the 

qualities that manifest as you rise Higher and Higher in bliss.  

~ 

Throughout Volume III ~ Each offering includes an 
extensive talk on the Higher Consciousness Theme being 
considered, along with accompanying closing meditations, for 
incorporating deep within…providing easy reference for your 
daily centering, while working on a particular theme. 

In this wonderful series, you will always find very easy, 
profound and practical tools for raising your consciousness to the 
level desired, always illuminating “how to tune in” to 
the completeness of the Divine-in-you.  When aligned with 
Limitless Truth, there will be nothing that cannot be achieved. 
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GIFTS OF THE ILLUMINED! 

THE SOUL OF PERFECT LIGHT! 

 

“All That Is Thine Is Mine! 

~ 

hen we speak of the Gifts of the Illumined, we 

mean the transcendent Gifts of the Enlightened 

Ones, Gifts of the Awakened Ones…those who 

have achieved Highest states of being, the rich potentially 

present in all of us right here, right now.  In the wonderful 

attributes expressed through their stellar lives, these exalted souls 

remind us of the real Truth of ourselves, that all are one with 

God, Infinite Life, no matter what we may have experienced.  

No matter what we think is the truth about ourselves, that 

Eternal, magnificent Truth remains, yet to be awakened within 

our very own selves. All are indeed one with that sublime nature 

of First Cause Divine. And, I find that Spiritual Mind Treatment 

is the most powerful and accelerated tool for arriving at that that 

W 
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topmost realization that I have ever encountered. The most 

accelerated path to establish direct access to the Creative Laws of 

Spirit.  

In Spiritual Mind Treatment, we literally replicate what 

every Master Consciousness knows, what the Christ knew. There 

is a certain approach to the Father Principle, meaning the Infinite 

Creative Principle and Law. And through right alignment, we 

can engage the invisible creative energies of the universe to 

manifest our Peace, Harmony, Joy, Love, or Supply ~ whatever 

enhancements to life that we are seeking.  

Treatment is a very profound form, following along in 

logical sequence, and is very easy to do.  Every one of us has 

something that we would like to manifest, to create, to bring 

forth into being for ourselves. 

During Treatment, you pass from stage A, which is your 

condition or your issue as it appears right now…to a stage of 

ultimate victory and healing manifestation.  

By the end of Treatment, when you are really doing it in 

right order, fulfilling each of the 5 stages of consciousness 

transformation, you will have arrived at point B. You will have 

established your goal, and, just like posting a letter ~ your word 

has gone out to the universe to be established in perfect right and 

harmonious ways. The letter is gone. You stamped it. You sent 

it, and it has gone through the airwaves of mind to establish your 
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good on visible and invisible planes.  Through your 

contemplation on the lustrous new vision and accepting its 

reality, a new trajectory of cause and effect is set in motion, a 

new Pattern, a Divine Prototype is formed.  

Mind itself is like a radio wave, going out into a 

responsive universe that receives the impress of our thoughts. 

And it is up to us to understand this Divine Process as creative 

beings, and to utilize and operate the Laws of Mind correctly. 

Thus, let each don the mind of the Christ…to establish, 

for each and every one of us, the perfect Truth of our being.  

My title today is “Gifts of the Illumined”, and I think it is 

so appropriate because one of the things we realize about any gift 

is that it is the giver’s expression of Love and Appreciation.  

And, when we have come to any greater level of Divine Love, 

when we have corrected anything in our worlds and healed it in 

Love, there is a commensurate gift that comes along with 

that…direct from the Divine to us at the human level. This is the 

Divine Exchange system ~ between the human and the Most 

High.  

And so it is that the awakened ones, the illumined ones, 

those beings, in whom Truth and Divine Love is more fully 

manifested… those of great consciousness that have gone before 

us, you and me in potential, have consistently manifested the 

Greater Gifts through themselves.  Each has come to this great 
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and exalted state of being through the perfection of their life, and 

their understanding of themselves as Divine.  

Thus, in looking toward them, our beloved Divine 

brothers and sisters, risen Masters who have gone before us, we 

can see ahead of ourselves that perfection of being that we too 

can look forward to experiencing, when we follow in their path.  

And so we see the great measure of Light and Love that 

is so completely and fully expressed through these risen ones 

who have alchemized their entire bodies and beings to the 

elevated Attitudes and Principles of Love.  

One of the results of the Presence of Love is that the 

Light shines. Wherever there is Love, there is Light. And that is 

the essence of Pure Spirit. And, the most marvelous 

transformations begin to occur within your emotional, physical, 

and mental bodies as you align each one of your faculties with 

Divine Love… through Forgiveness or whatever Spiritual Tool 

you may be applying. At a cellular level, there is a return to the 

flow of Light through your entire body as you apply your Divine 

Healing Tools. Thus, as you are healing all in Highest Love, you 

are re-establishing yourself in your Divine Light Pattern.  

This is why we see that even the very physical bodies of 

the illumined have a transcendent quality about them, for the 

Light of Truth is flowing free and unbound. They have cleaned 

out their entire system out of any mental and emotional dross, 
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un-clarity of thought, and in this way, they are perfectly free to 

demonstrate and radiate that great manifestation of the Spiritual 

Truth of their being, which is also the Truth of ours.  

How really so fortunate we are to be able to have these 

patterns of Greater Being to look outward to, offering the Divine 

model to which we may aspire. While we are in the midst of any 

difficulties, we can still extend our mind, even regardless of 

whatever we may be going through, to regard those beautiful 

beings and patterns that have been established and to get cues 

and helpful hints, of the best way to stay on our course of 

evolution.  For the only one important thing in our life is that we 

succeed in bringing out the Truth of our being and dedicate 

ourselves to bringing its blessing nature to everything that we do. 

The only one purpose of our being in this phase of existence is to 

bring out from within that perfect Truth and wholeness of being, 

to manifest it in, through and as everything that we do and that 

we project. As we do so more and more, we become the Being of 

Light and the Body of Light beyond description. And all things 

are very well where we are.  

Let us look at the prototype of realized being and what 

attributes and qualities are contained. One of the gifts that you 

can see that the illumined have is a Gift of Total Freedom. They 

move in Freedom. They live in Freedom. There is embodied a 

total awareness of Oneness with the Source, Oneness with God, 

Oneness with all the exquisite attributes. That is why it is so 
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important to recognize that there is a Source and to recognize our 

oneness with it, in order to establish our perfect pathway to 

complete restoration of every kind, perfect health and perfect 

good. In the sublime Freedom of knowing; “I am one with the 

Power of Powers, the “Life of Light”, there is no consciousness 

within that supreme and transcendent knowing of dependency on 

the outer for the very stream of  life or for any good whatsoever.  

You will also always find that a characteristic of an 

illumined being is that they don't have that sense of dependency, 

leaning upon you or needing from you because they realize that 

they have all, that they have all that there is to have, right out of 

their direct connection with the sublime source that is the stream 

of my life, your life, everything that is. 

Life streams in from a central Spiritual Sun, you could 

say. God streams the life force into each and every individual 

and being, and each is endowed with all that this force is.  

And, to come to the place where we can really realize 

this, is emancipation indeed. We can then free all the persons, 

places, and things around us and realize that we already have it 

all, our direct and inviolate connection to all of substance for any 

good thing, straight out of our consciousness of the eternally 

Providing Presence. 

Now, whereas we thought that we were dependent on 

persons, places and things, we now know we need of no good 
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thing, for whatever is needed is already present.  It is not that 

God does not work through every right medium, channels, 

persons, places, things, because indeed by the Law, God does, 

and God is “All in All” in us, all surrounding, and All that Is. 

Here at the Higher Planes of understanding, we rest secure in the 

greater knowing that God shall become our good in perfect right 

ways, and we lose that feeling of dependency.  

And so it is that the illumined are beholding to no one, no 

thing, except their God. Rather they are recognizing: “God is my 

Source”, beholding this Great Truth, and so they are free from 

the pain and agony that is caused from feelings of being 

dependent on such and such and so and so. You may ask: “And 

what happens when such and such and so and so leaves 

me?”…and then you may answer: “Well, then, I've lost my 

source.” But have you? No, the truth is that you have not.  

This utmost realization causes a freedom of movement 

and a freedom in motion.  Spirit is free to move much more 

lightly because realize every time that you think that you are 

dependent on something or someone, not that we are not grateful 

for our sources, but when you feel that your life is dependent 

upon any particular source, what happens? You weight yourself 

down. You are stuck. You are immobile. You cannot move. The 

Gift of True Freedom always comes with the Gift of True 

Release, and that most desired state comes through the 

recognition: “God is my Source. I have the source of my supply. 
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I need no one, no thing to establish my good.” “God or Infinite 

Intelligence shall go before me and establish those perfect 

channels.  Of whom and of what need I be afraid? I am one with 

the Infinite and the Sublime.” 

Every thought is read in our atmosphere. We all have and 

are surrounded by thought atmospheres. The sum total of our 

thinking emerges as the feeling of the etheric field around us. 

Imagine yourself, when you feel this freedom, when you feel this 

feeling of profound security and recognition ~ is there anything 

that can harm you, touch you, stop your life force from moving?  

Don't you have that silent, secret sense that all is very 

well with you, and aren't you living at the level above 

appearances and above circumstances, walking on water, so to 

speak, living above these emotional planes where a lot of that 

activity of bondage takes place.  Now you are free.  You are free 

to move on from any and all circumstances and establish your 

good in perfect right ways. It is a wonderful freedom to have.  

In this consciousness, not only must we realize “God is 

my Source”, we want to then bring this consciousness out in all 

our ways. And, when we say “God”, we don't mean person, we 

mean the very life force itself. We mean that sublime and 

transcendent Divine Energy, that Unlimited Intelligence is the 

Source of my life. And that idea lives and vibrates throughout 

my consciousness and  being. And what do I then do? I bring out 
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this Glorious Truth from the place of inner knowing, and 

cognition, to my outer level, throughout all my expression, and I 

live this great Truth. I live it right here, in my circumstances. I 

don't think one way and say, "Yes, God is my source," and then 

behave another way. I begin to now incorporate and imprint on 

the very cells of my reactions, my being, this ultimate knowing. I 

bring it out into the outer world.  I bring the inner peace out. And 

I establish it as a fact in every outer manifestation of my life.  

Choose to live the Truth of this Greatness within, 

standing firm in Faith right in the midst. This is what we do, 

living in the One Consciousness, not a divided consciousness, 

until we have perfectly come to the place where we have 

completely burned off all dross ideas about ourselves, 

completely burned out all negativity and limitation out so to 

speak, with the flame of God, from our total mentality. 

Consciousness is the sum total of what we are always aware of. 

Our total emotional bodies, our feeling bodies, are 

simultaneously cleansed and perfected as well, and now instead 

of agitation and all the pain that comes from a lack 

consciousness and a divided consciousness…our emotional 

bodies now reflect that serenity, that sublime consciousness, that 

peace that surpasseth all understanding, knowing:  “God is My 

Source.” 

And then, throughout our physicality, we automatically 

begin to bring out and express that beauty and that elevation that 
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is shining forth our luminous God Consciousness. And all of you 

know this Truth. ~ When you are in peace, is it not true that you 

radiate and vibrate at a totally different level? At such times, 

people come to you, and they say, "Gee, you look great today. 

What is going on with you?" Well, what are they picking up on? 

That God Self, that state of feeling that you are in. Everything we 

are believing in and thinking upon must read. That which we are 

must be made manifest through and through the physical domain.  

So we want to keep perfecting ourselves, perfecting 

ourselves, cultivating a mind that is like the Great Ones, like our 

Divine brothers and sisters, establishing perfect pathways to the 

Divine within… entirely and completely chipping away and 

cleansing out those mental and emotional bodies we are in total 

charge of, until we have entirely gone free. And this is the Divine 

Destiny of each and all. 

And how are we obtaining our Freedom? Through the 

complete conscious embodiment of the two Highest Principles of 

Light and Love in all our aspects. The great gift that houses all 

other gifts is Freedom. And what other gifts are contained within 

this radiant globe of Freedom? There is Independence. 

Spiritually, mentally, physically, we become truly independent, 

as we rely more and more upon the Divine and all-encompassing 

within. Because we are beholding to no one, we know that we 

can go right to the Source for any and all good.  If we have some 

issue going on with our bodies, we can simply stop for a 
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moment, and ask the Divine Intelligence within to correct the 

condition. And, in the asking ~ we get access immediately to that 

intelligence that can and does heal all, as we then stream it 

through our bodies, applying the healing Light wherever needed, 

envisioning ourselves whole. Ultimately, when we really get to 

know our powers completely, we will not even need any outer 

assists. And we shall be free, then, of having to pay enormous 

fees for doctor bills, which is always what we end up paying, 

when we need someone else to do it for us, make up for what we 

ourselves need to do more of.  

Now, it is not that there is anything wrong with reaching 

out to professional persons for help, but where the issue is lies in 

situations where dependency is created. We want to utilize all the 

good that is available for us and all the help that exists, but start 

to eliminate those ideas of dire dependency.  

Then you will get the Great Gift of your independence, 

free to flow right along with the perfect resources of the time. 

And because you are keenly aware, now, that you have 

all and that you are one with God, you can then become more 

than just a receiving station from life, receiving your energy 

from life around you, from friends. And you yourself begin to 

become a greater radiating station of Divine and life-giving 

qualities, actively participating in helping all others in your 

world. You become magnanimous, for you know you have it all.  
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And so it is that by knowing you have it all and do not 

need anything, the more and more illumined you become, you 

then naturally start to have a desire to generate this good 

information and love out for the benefit of others. That great 

magnanimity that you experience when you come next to a great 

being is because they are aware that they are that glowing body 

of Divine Love. And therefore, they are clear and free enough, 

needing nothing… to generate that love to you, to help you.   

The risen ones are now about their Father's business. 

Having completed the first plane of getting one’s own health in 

order, then there is the business of holding up and helping each 

and every one.  

In this great freedom, the illumined have an irrepressible 

joy, coming from the sense of inner completion and that sublime 

awareness: “I and the Father are one.” They have largess ness. 

They are generators of great Divine Power for the benefit of all 

in the world, for they are aware of the Great Principle.  

This summit awareness and recognition of the Original 

Source and Cause of all life and of all being as being one, being 

one with God, now becomes in your new consciousness ~ an 

awareness of a never-ending fountain of nurturing substance and 

good, being constantly poured out from the great center of the 

universe upon each and every one.  This Source is available to 

all, for the mere acknowledgement.  How wonderful it is!   
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The great awareness that there is this quantum living 

substance, animating all of existence gives a profound peace of 

order and continuity.  

The very air you breathe is the substance of God. Do you 

have to do anything for this? No. And so, too, it is with the flow 

of all of your supply. Always know; “Spirit goes before me and 

establishes my way perfectly.” That Divine Power, Intelligence, 

and capacity is always responding to you, ready to answer in 

utmost perfection your every prayer.   

As you become more awakened, you will realize that this 

life-giving substance is forever pouring out before you exactly 

what you need. And in this quantum realization of how things 

work, you will then rise another rung on the ladder of 

emancipation and get another Freedom. Because you recognize 

this great fact that substance is constantly flowing out from the 

Divine Center of this universe, constantly giving to its own… 

you are now afforded direct access to that constant flow of pure, 

unconditioned, unencumbered and unconditional supply, along 

with the right to appropriate limitless measures of good, because 

you are awake and aware. 

So often persons put up barriers, thinking one has got to 

go through this or that process, or go through hard times in order 

to gain good.  This is never the Truth.  This pattern of thinking 

only develops when one has not fully recognized what the 
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Source is about. Not understanding the true nature of this loving 

Universe, we think we have to make do. We believe we have to 

“put up with”, or we “don't have enough.”  But as you reach a 

higher place of illumination, you will realize that a willing and 

never-ending fountain of supply was always flowing from the 

beginning. And, you may, indeed, have anything that it is for any 

good and life-giving purpose that you want, simply by 

recognizing this loving Presence that pours out a continuous 

stream of blessings on behalf of yourself and each one eternally.  

When you live in this consciousness of an eternal supply 

being yours, and always becoming the perfection of what you 

need, you will have a constant flow of miracles in manifestation.  

Miracles are really the unobstructed flow of God 

appearing, when there is no thought of obstruction. When these 

blessing events occur, it seems that the beneficent circumstance 

just popped up of its own, and there it was.  “I was just thinking 

of it, and there it is.” Know this is the natural way of being. This 

is the way the mighty Gifts of Spirit that we acquire manifest, 

when we have reached the full knowing.  

The illumined manifest their good, along with the perfect, 

open channel for manifestation of that good, instantaneously. 

And they manifest with such ease by going directly into the 

knowing: “God is my Source of All Capacity”.  With such deep 

affirmation, no limitation can enter in.  
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THE ULTIMATE PROMISE 

 

“I Am Ageless, Birthless ~ Deathless Being!” 

 

t’s so wonderful that we never need fear change. Actually, 

we should welcome change because, indeed, when we have 

truly completed something, it is time to move on. And 

Perfect Spirit which we are never likes to be static, so anything 

in your idea system that leads you to believe that life is about 

fixing yourselves somewhere in time and space safely and 

accumulating all your stuff around you is really not what the 

Divine Idea is. The Divine Idea for you is one of your total 

success, followed by a new expression of your Divinity, which 

would be more expanded success, revealing more talents, more 

of your life force, life ever moving to be greater and greater. 

And, it is in the ultimate consciousness that we are one 

with God, that we find the straight path up to reclaim our 

Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.  We can only manifest this great 

state of being, this great freedom, when we know that we are one 

with Infinite Spirit, God, the great “I am”, the Source of our life, 

I 
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here, right now, in all. How does one ever gain emancipation 

from anything? By first saying ‘no’ to that which we no longer 

want to experience. And I would advise each one of you this 

very moment, pick something to say ‘no’ to. “No more shall this 

come unto me.”  

And, then ~ firmly instate a new Law of your life, 

regardless of whatever the circumstance is, whether it has gone 

on for a single moment, a life time, or more. This is very 

powerful. Because you will now rise free of conditions that held 

you in their grip before. 

 I don't care how much money you have in your 

pocketbook. I don't care how much is in your bank account. I 

don't care if you've been alone for eternity. Right now, you can 

step out of the chronic condition, declaring; "This is no longer a 

law of my life. The Law of my life is _________" (Fill your 

picture in with the strong and transcendent merits of God within 

you).  

You are the one who can choose, and no one else. What 

pattern do you want to live out? Once the picture of perfect 

wholeness and harmony comes into mind, instate new Laws that 

promote your good. And forget about all the rest of those 

persons, places and influences who are telling you something 

else. I am saying you've got to do this, and you've got to do it 

with commitment, realizing that no one has power over you. 
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So say ‘no’, and then say ‘yes’ to what you are instating, 

refusing to accept anything less, and then keep incorporating and 

embracing the greater concepts of life and love that you are. And 

then let us say with Christ and all great masters and every great 

being and God; “No more death or failure for me. I am one with 

God, Infinite Life. I am Life's Victory, a living statement of the 

Presence and Power of God within in everything that I do, right 

here and right now.  

Doesn’t this sound like a good idea? I think it's great, 

bringing tremendous joy flooding your being.  

In closing, let us enter into profound meditation, taking 

holy time in the Kingdom of Silence to incorporate these 

Principles. 

CLOSING CENTERING MEDITATION 

~ 

Let us breathe in the elixir of Divine Breath, going within 

right now to the High and Holy place, to the supreme Summit of 

Conscious Awareness, where all of God is radiant and victorious. 

And let us affirm now each one to ourselves… as we face the 

vast universe of life… let us affirm the Truth of our being.  

We are that Spiritual Sun that never sets on the Glory of 

our Souls. Right now, each one in mind joins all of his or her 

matter or material world with Spiritual Life, sanctifying anew. 
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And now we say; “There is only one, only one which is perfect 

and complete. Indeed, within has become without and radiates 

throughout my being.”  

We are now, each and every one, perfectly sealed and 

healed in the glorious Light of God, filling our entire being and 

the circumference of all of life. As we step out and view this 

magnificent merging from above, we are grateful, eternally 

gratefully that death and denial and all negative ideas are 

permanently eradicated and released from our consciousness 

now, therefore, forever from our lives, and we are joyous, 

eternal, and free. And we say; “Thank you, God. We are the 

continuation of life, ever going on and eternally free.”  

Right now, anything within us that could possibly resist 

life, resist the great sublime truth, is dissolved and healed and 

converted…now newly charged with great life force and current. 

There is the sweetest, most profound unity now, with our good 

and every vision of good. There is a security as never before in 

the inevitability of our good.  

Our soul's body, Divine Atman, is perfected and upheld 

in Divine Light and Love, the embrace of Infinite, Eternal Life. 

Right now, each and every one departs death and birth cycle and 

prospers anew in some specific area that they have long desired. 

Thank you, God, ~ Thou art the Force, the Truth, the 

Life, the “All in All”. And So It Is. 
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For your greater enhancement while you are working on 

incorporating this theme ~ below please find your “I am” 

statement. As you speak these words of the pure Divine Self, 

silently or out loud, just permit the meaning to absorb deep 

within your soul, to forever incorporate Ultimate Truth for your 

benefit all life long. 

SONGS OF ETERNITY EXCERPT 

THE ULTIMATE PROMISE 

I AM AGELESS, BIRTHLESS, DEATHLESS BEING! 

(Daily Meditation for Centering In Divine Truth) 

~ 

I am that I am. And right now, I declare these words 

throughout all of consciousness, so that every sense, cell, and 

vital faculty of form and function may hear and respond to the 

glorious Truth. 

“I am one with that which is Sublime and Eternal, a 

perfect, beautiful body Pattern of pure God light. I am one with 

God in all. My soul's patterns and memories now respond to the 

exquisite truth of existence; “I am ageless, deathless, birth-less 

being.”  

No matter what encumbrances I have accepted or 

accumulated around me, I now stand free to live and bear witness 
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to this Divine fact established from the beginning. My body can 

no longer become or be a waste bin for negative speculation, 

projection, or activities no more. I believe in and uphold, live, 

and reflect the Divine Pattern at all times. 

 I am a Body of Light knowing.  No matter what, I 

remember now who I am. And my resurrected body tells the 

welcome Truth as every molecule of Divine Intelligence 

accelerates, raises, and vibrates with unfathomable brilliant light. 

I keep my consciousness On High, and let Christ Light 

restore my every atom, tissue, and fiber of being. 

Thank you, God ~ I am the Resurrection and the Life, the 

whole Divine idea made manifest on every level and in every 

way. I rejoice. I am the Kingdom of Heaven come to Earth and 

established in my body being and recorded in my soul's 

blueprint, blessing every aspect of my life.  I am Eternal Life, 

living forever in a Body of Light. And So It Is! 

~ 

Say these words to yourself often, and I promise you'll 

experience mighty changes that shall always prosper you!  Let no 

thing of earth ever come between you and your beloved own.  

~ 

Aum Bliss Forever One! 
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Now that You Have Discovered How to Live 

 At the Summit of Being  ~  At All Times Fully Conscious of 

 Who and What You Are In God… 

The Divine Soul of Heaven Made Manifest  

~ 

 

 

Learn How  to Live In the Rhythms of the Divine Soul 

Conscious of Eternal Patterns  

of the Soul’s Delight.   
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VISIT VOLUME IV TO FIND OUT ALL 
ABOUT 

 

 

SEASONS OF THE SOUL! 
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HELPFUL INSTRUCTIONS FOR BEST USE 

For strongest use of each talk provided, establish a major goal 
you would like for yourself, not thinking of how this may be 
accomplished or limiting in anyway.  

Describe this goal to yourself in the most radiant detail, and then 
simply write it out, Giving Thanks that it is being established in 
the now and speaking in the present tense, i.e. “I Give Thanks I 
now have_______ (Fill in and describe), I Give Thanks I now 
Am________________ (Fill in and describe), I Give Thanks I 
am now manifesting _________ (Fill in and describe), etc. 

Refer to your wonderful goal often, as long as you are working 
on any given talk.  Whenever in doubt, simply turn within, 
Giving Thanks and once again describing to yourself in 
full.  This definite action of spending quality time contemplating 
your goal “as if you have it now” serves to build the new 
prototype in your consciousness and heart, the new cup of 
acceptance, and before you know it ~ there it is… right there in 
your manifest world. 

 

 For further information on monthly articles and updates, Visit 
our Archives:  http://revdrlindadecoff.com 

http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2098   (Visit our New Thought 
International Library to hear radio interviews, where Dr. Linda 
was the featured guest of the day, speaking on her books). 

Visit all of Dr. Linda’s Books & CD’s on Amazon.com 

http://revdrlindadecoff.com/
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2098
http://www.amazon.com/Linda-De-Coff/e/B006J351EM/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
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For Complete Descriptions of all of Dr. Linda’s Books available 
to reviewers and to enjoy Free Extensive Previews, Visit: 
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2229 

*Dr. Linda most highly recommends that you obtain a copy 
of “SONGS OF ETERNITY ~ Contemplations, Treatments & 
Meditations On The Word Of God”, while you are working on 
your DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS SERIES of talks.  Many of the 
“I Am” Statements of this program and far more are included in 
this book, along with brief instructions, related to any particular 
theme.  It is a most wonderful, condensed way to quickly tune in 
to the consciousness necessary to obtain your particular good. 

 

Visit Dr. Linda’s You Tube Channel to hear full length talks and 
meditations on various Higher Consciousness Themes.  Or, enjoy 
the many talk selections, featuring Dr. Linda at our New Thought 
International Library on I Tunes.  

~ 
 

*For those who wish to support our efforts in making such a rich 
collection of works available to the public,  contributions of any 
amount are always most welcome and may be made on our 
secure Pay Pal site.  A receipt will be immediately supplied. To 
visit: Simply click the Diamond below:   

DONATE IN SUPPORT OF THE NEW THOUGHT 
INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY       

 

 

http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2229
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2229
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=110
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=110
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGrxqinM3l7cef6XPszVy3w
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/reverend-linda-de-coff/id1296667403?mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/reverend-linda-de-coff/id1296667403?mt=2
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=333
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=333
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=VAD7ECQDSUVP6
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ALL RICHEST BLESSINGS ~ 

LOVE & LIMITLESS LIGHT DIVINE ~ 

REVEREND DR. LINDA DE COFF 

 

ENJOY COMPLETE DESCRIPTIONS & PREVIEWS OF DR. 
LINDA’S GLOBAL DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS SERIES.  Simply 
Click Book Titles. 

BRIDGE OF THE GODS ~ THE GOLDEN PATHWAY TO YOUR 
HIGHEST GOD SELF! 

SONGS OF ETERNITY ~ CONTEMPLATIONS, TREATMENTS & 
MEDITATIONS ON THE WORD OF GOD! 

LIVING THE MIRACLE CONSCIOUSNESS! ~ Attaining The 
Kingdom Of Heaven On Earth! 

DIVINE ROMANCE & PERFECT PARTNERSHIP ~ The Immortal 
Principles And Powers Of Divine Love! 

DIVINE PROSPERITY ~ 12 Steps To Your Perfect Consciousness Of 
Infinite & Eternal Supply! 

MYSTICISM & ULTIMATE DIVINE HEALING PROCESSES ~ 
THE PERFECT PRINCIPLES & PATTERNS OF GOD! 

IMMORTALITY NOW AND FOREVER ~ HOW TO LIVE 
FOREVER IN YOUR DIVINE BODY OF LIGHT! 

~ 

“You Cannot Be the Same on the Other Side of these Reads!” ~  

“I Was Captivated From Page One!” Barry Finlay/Award Winning 
Author/Kilimanjaro And Beyond! 

 

http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2658
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2658
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=110
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=110
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=1331
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=1331
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2019
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2019
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2165
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2165
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2198
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2198
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2320
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2320
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“These are amongst the Most Exquisite Books I have Ever Read!” 
Alice Church/Literary Review 

“Just reading one Chapter can lift you for an entire day!” Deborah 
Beauvais/Producer/Dreamvisions 7/NBC Radio Boston 

“These works should be included in the world’s library of most 
glorious Spiritual Books!”  Jeanne Latter/Producer & Director/Writer 
for Stage and Screen 

 

 

 

For those who wish to study Divine Principles and the Five Stages of 
Spiritual Mind Treatment in depth, be sure and pick up a copy of 
MYSTICISM & ULTIMATE DIVINE HEALING PROCESSES ~ 
The Perfect Principles and Patterns of God!   

This consummate book provides all you will need to align with the 
Perfect Christ Consciousness in you.  Centered in this supreme 
awareness of Divine Principle & Law, there will be nothing you cannot 
achieve.  

For Complete Description, Free Preview, and 5 Star Reviews ~ Visit 
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p= 2198. 

http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=%202198
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SUMMARY DESCRIPTION 

“ATTAINING DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS” 

VOLUMES I-IV 

 

Each talk highlights a particular theme.  Volume I concentrates 
on the very first steps necessary for “Evolving Upwards In Mind” and 
discovering the true Divine Essence of who you really are. These talks 
will help you to set a new and radiant base line of connection within, 
from which you may now manifest your every good and enjoy the 
limitless bounty always available to you. Volume II follows with 
exciting talks on the “Divine Creative Laws” and how to most 
successfully manifest your good.  Volume III describes life at the 
Resurrected Level, far transcendent of past issues and limitations, 
where you are now whole and complete.  Volume IV ~ “Seasons of the 
Soul’s Delight” puts forth the nurturing rhythms of Divine sustaining 
power, and the deep spiritual significance for you.   

Each offering includes soaring meditation excerpts for your 
daily use and for maintaining consciousness at the Highest Level, as 
you continue to unfold the lustrous Truth of your limitless Divine 
Nature ~ transcendent of all past influence, ever one with the Most 
High.   

To develop strong focus on the attainment of any goal, Dr. 
Linda suggests that you write out in detail the optimum good you are 
Giving Thanks for, even before you have received….always speaking 
in the present tense and as if you have the thing desired right 
now.  This is a very important step for actualizing your most cherished 
goals and for achieving quantum leaps never before 
experienced.  Gratitude – in – Advance is the yeast that raises the 
dough, and there is nothing God-in-you cannot achieve. 

For example:  If you are wanting wonderful new work, begin 
to Daily Give Thanks that you have a wonderful new position with 
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wonderful pay, and then describe to yourself the conditions that will 
surround, thinking in terms of the most optimum conditions of 
wholeness, peace and fulfillment that you can conceive of, not 
wondering how. This will form a prototype of Divine wholeness in 
you, magnetic to optimum conditions of good;  Follow this step with 
your statement of Gratitude: “Thank you, God ~ I now have……..(Fill 
in the Blanks)”  for our word is Law and acts to magnetize to us what 
we are focused on. 

Thus, whenever you are working on a new subject, always 
write out your “Gratitude-In-Advance”. And, as you then daily 
reference your most constructive goal, and then say the heartfelt words 
of your meditations, consciousness will strengthen and evolve to be at 
the place where you need to be for your manifestation to come forth.  

Let your journey of raising consciousness be a delightful 
process ever upward, embracing the Kingdom of Bliss that has always 
been yours, more fruitful than ever known.  

In Divine Consciousness, there is no limit to how much you 
can achieve. 

 

~ 

 

LOVE & LIGHT PROFOUND, being the fullness of your Divine 
Self! 

REVEREND DR. LINDA DE COFF 
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MASTER TALKS & TEACHINGS 

VOLUME III 

THE RISEN CONSCIOUSNESS! 

 

 

In Volume III of the Attaining Divine Consciousness Series, 
an empowering Collection of the Inspirational Talks and 

Meditations of The Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff is presented 
for your utmost elevation. Discover the transcendent 

qualities that shall be yours, and that every Master enjoys, 
once risen above all limitation… once re-united with the 

Light of The Divine within.   

Throughout each talk, Dr. Linda provides enlightening keys for raising 
yourself everyday in every way to become the lustrous radiance of the 

Divine Plan for you fulfilled. 

~  

The Reverend Dr. Linda is the noted founder of New Thought 

International, Inc.  ~ An Association of Global Centers for World Peace 

& Enlightenment.  She is also the celebrated author of the Original 

Evolutionary Series ~ Global Divine Consciousness.  All works are geared 

to assist you to attain the next level in Spiritual Evolution for the most 

beneficent advancement of every aspect of your life. 
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ATTAINING DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS 

VOLUME III 

THE RISEN CONSCIOUSNESS! 

 

A COLLECTION OF INSPIRATIONAL TALKS & TEACHINGS OF 
THE REVEREND DR. LINDA DE COFF 

 

PUBLISHED BY NEW THOUGHT INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

 

~ 

Visit Dr. Linda’s Web Site & Blog: 

http://revdrlindadecoff.com 

You Tube Channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGrxqinM3l7cef6xpszVy3w 

Visit all of Dr. Linda’s Books & CD’s on Amazon 

~ 
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